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The Challenge of Real Change:
Spiritual Direction, Pilgrimage, and Dreams
Kirsten Backstrom

I

n a spiritual direction session, Angela tells me that she
has been struggling. Someone vandalized her car;
she slipped in the shower and fractured her wrist;
there’s stress in her marriage and with her children;
her job is unsatisfying; her father has dementia
and must be moved to a care facility; and she is

feeling disconnected from God and herself. For a while,
she just needs to vent. She expresses her frustrations, fears,
sadness, fatigue, and hopelessness; blames herself and
others; becomes tearful; sighs; and lapses into silence. I
listen, encourage and trust her, and wait. In a little while, she
begins to draw on her inner resources and suggests some
ways around this apparent dead end. She is self-aware and
has a sense of humor that helps her to step back from her
own limiting stories—yet soon, she feels stuck again. She is
trying to solve her problems, yet these are not really problems
that can be solved. She says she does not understand what
is expected of her. What should she do?

We need to change our approach, so we look at one
of her recent dreams. “I am climbing an endless staircase
that gets steeper and steeper until I’m afraid I’ll fall off,”
Angela says. She describes the dream using some of the
same language she used when describing her waking life.
As we explore the dream, we find ourselves considering
her waking experiences as if they were dreams as well, seeing these challenging life events as steps in a meaningful
process. The fear of “falling off ” is as real in her waking
life as it is in the dream. How is Spirit guiding her through
these experiences? As we explore alternative perspectives,
something shifts, and she seems to be relaxing.
There’s a long silence. And then, suddenly and smoothly, everything looks different. She realizes that her dream
allows possibilities that would not be literally available in
waking life, and she imagines herself “letting go, falling
into emptiness ... until the falling becomes flying!” Now
she can describe her life situation in a new way. She is free
to let go of the “steep staircase” of her fears and frustrations; she is free to fly. Her transformation takes me by
surprise. All at once, she makes connections, sees possibilities, and lets go of the idea that she must figure out her

life. She can trust that she is a child of God and that these
experiences are opening her heart even though they have
been painful. She is still feeling the sorrow of her losses
and the reality of her concerns, and her life is still “up
in the air”—but she is flying. She cannot explain it, but
something is fundamentally different.
The session ends with a deep peace between us. I
go home knowing I have witnessed authentic change.
Another session might have included all of the same elements but simply resulted in a more positive approach
to difficult problems—yet, for some reason, this time,
there was a life-changing breakthrough. Often in spiritual
direction, there is insight, renewal, hope, peace—but true
change is rare, and it feels like grace. It seems to come out
of nowhere, but it has actually been working within the
person’s soul, sometimes for years, before it breaks into
awareness.
When Angela returns for our next session, I do not
know what to expect, and neither does she. We start from
a new place.
In order to follow Angela as she makes this leap of faith
into a new way of being, I must be capable of similar
transformative leaps myself. As a spiritual director, working with people who courageously follow where Spirit
leads them, I must recognize authentic change when I see
it and let myself listen at the deepest level. I must change
my perception of the spiritual directee as she changes, and
I must be willing to be changed myself.
So, in this article, I would like to explore how deep
change happens in my life and what this teaches me
about being present with my spiritual directees. I want to
acknowledge the Mystery of the transformative process
and let it lead me in unexpected directions. Following the
guidance of such Mystery is like setting out on a journey
with a sacred destination in a strange land, a journey
where I will not be comfortable and will not have answers
to most of my questions. Here we go.
What Does Real Change Look Like?
Whenever I offer a workshop related to spirituality, I
begin by stating my intentions for the event, and these
Volume 23 No. 4
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intentions always include the hope that we will learn
something new. Perhaps participants will find new
insights in whatever I have to say, or perhaps they will
learn from one another. Often, learnings occur “between
the lines,” when something I suggest in the group sparks
ideas I could not have anticipated. And, of course, I
always learn as well. Sometimes, what I learn is a new
approach to teaching, a new way of inviting people into a
practice or process. Often, participants use images or tell
stories that speak to me and give me a new perspective on
my own life.
Reminding ourselves that we might learn something
new implies that we are opening up. But how much
change are we really willing or able to accept? Are we
actually learning new things or just adjusting our focus
on the things we already think we know? In spiritual
direction or spiritual workshops, there is a sincere invitation to mutual discovery (in a time and place set apart as
sacred), which means that those who accept the invitation could be genuinely changed by the experience. If we
open ourselves to Spirit, to one another, and to unfamiliar ideas, we tacitly agree to question our own assumptions and see the world differently. Easier said than done!
Children build their systems of thought from scratch,
creating new categories and developing a whole new
understanding of reality as new data comes in. But by the
time we are adults, we have some pretty elaborate internal
cataloguing systems in place, so there are plenty of ways
to shelve new information without really changing our
minds. It is funny how the new stuff tends to conform to
the stuff that is already there! If we do not have a shelf for
it in our system of thought, then it either gets discarded
or reshaped to fit. Most new information just gets added
to preestablished categories. So, I am afraid that when I
talk about “learning something new,” it is mostly just a
suggestion that we stretch our intricate self-reinforcing
identities a bit. Nothing wrong with that. But what if we
want to go further?
Honestly, I want to do more than “learn something
new.” I want to be capable of real growth and change, as
children are. Most of the people I see in spiritual direction are also trying to open their minds and hearts to
authentic, meaningful growth and change. Since I work
primarily with spiritual directees who are spiritual directors or therapists themselves, there is an unspoken com14
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mitment to go deeper, to stretch our self-concepts so that
we can be fully present for the depth work of others. We
start by engaging with this process intellectually, but how
do we truly go beyond our preconceptions, trusting Spirit
and our deeper wisdom to continually evolve our understanding of ourselves, our lives, and the world we share?
Dying and Becoming
When my mother came to the end of her life, she
struggled more and more because she had become so set
in her ways. She knew who she was, what she liked and
did not like, what was possible for her and what was not,
how she wanted other people to be and what she wanted
them to do ... and those attitudes trapped her. When
things did not go her way, she was miserable, and so were
those who loved her. I loved her, and I also saw how easy
it would be for me to be exactly like her in this. I am set
in my ways. I know who I am, what I like and do not
like, what is possible for me and what is not, how I want
other people to be and what I want them to do. I can easily get stuck in my life, and this needs to change.
Shortly before my mother died, she dropped her desire
to control everything and just let herself love and be
loved. She changed her mind—becoming the flexible and
beautiful, open-hearted being she was meant to be (and
really had been all along), someone who experienced each
new moment as a new beginning. She changed authentically, by freeing herself of the idea that she was something
in particular. She let go of the belief that her life had to
conform to her own categories. And when she recognized
that she was going to die, she freed herself of her selfimposed limitations.
Can I do the same? If I can be truly flexible, I can support others in spiritual direction to change at the deepest level. Can I really learn something new—changing
the very ways of conceptualizing my life that keep me
from being surprised and delighted by the world around
me? When Mom was dying, I asked myself this. And I
decided to follow her lead.
Really changing, really becoming new, is a kind of
dying. I want to grow beyond my established identity by
challenging my own assumptions about who I am. At this
time in my life, I am looking for real change. So I decided
to make a pilgrimage.

CONTEXTS & CULTURES

Choosing the Camino
The Camino de Santiago is an ancient Christian pilgrimage that has become increasingly interfaith in recent
years. There are hundreds of different Camino routes, all
culminating in the small city of Santiago de Compostela,
Spain. I chose the Camino specifically because I had
earlier rejected it, believing it just was not for me. I had
always seen myself as someone drawn to solitary wilderness retreats and deep, inner journeys ... and the Camino
is emphatically popular, even crowded. Astonishing
numbers of people from all over the world walk the commonest route (the Camino Francés), and the numbers
practically double every year. This is hardly a wilderness
retreat! Paradoxically, however, the very things that made
me originally reject the Camino became exactly what
made it realistic, and appropriate, for me.
Because of the route’s popularity, there is a well-developed support system in place for pilgrims. The inexpensive albergues (hostels) all along the way make it possible
to carry a fairly light backpack and stay in safe locations
every night without spending too much money. I have
health issues that prevent me from carrying heavy gear
and supplies, and my financial resources are limited—so
these support systems would be a godsend. And what
about those hordes of people, speaking dozens of different languages, crowding the bathrooms and bunk beds,
and sharing the trail with me every day? Well, because
they would be a challenge for me, they were really the
best reason of all for traveling halfway around the world
and walking almost five hundred miles.
I imagined that this journey would force me to confront all of the ways that I resist change, and it certainly
did. On day one, I found myself stalled in an airless airplane for three and a half hours before the twelve-hour
flight even got off the ground, and then my luggage
(one backpack, containing everything I needed for two
months) was lost in the airport.
When I finally reached the beginning of the Camino
itself, in the foothills of the French Pyrénées (with backpack recovered), I faced all of my fears. I developed a
respiratory infection that lasted three weeks, so I was
staggering twelve or fifteen miles a day with an unrelenting cough and ended up in a clinic relying upon (and
sometimes imposing upon) kind strangers. The food was
unfamiliar and upset my digestion. I found I could not

get much rest in the crowded hostels and became severely
exhausted. My Spanish deserted me when I needed it
most: I knew some words, but my mispronunciations
and hoarse whisper made me unintelligible. When the
infection cleared up, it left me almost deaf for another
couple of weeks, so I could not easily take part in the
animated conversations going on among the pilgrims all
around me.
I trudged on, chanting under my breath, “It is beautiful. I am glad to be here. I am grateful, well, and strong.”
I did not feel it, but I knew it was true. Many sections
of the route, sometimes for days at a time, were industrial wastelands around cities—not beautiful at all. Yet
I could feel that I was being changed, and there was a
deep beauty in every difficult moment of the journey.
My homesickness was a longing not just for my home in
Portland, Oregon, USA—but a longing to be at home
within myself, to be at home in the midst of every new
experience in every place I passed through.
Every day demanded a fresh start. When I adjusted to
walking in rain and mud, the weather turned hot and
dry. When I started to make friends, we moved at different paces and soon lost each other along the way. When,
exhausted by early afternoon, I found a good albergue
and unrolled my sleeping bag, got a warm shower, had
some supper and some decent sleep at last, I had to
move on to a new path and a new set of challenges the
next morning. In a state of perpetual disorientation, I
struggled between the sublime moments of grace (magnificent vistas, wonderful people, peaceful interludes)
and the mundane misery of being sick and lonely and not
knowing whether there would be a bed available for me
each night or a shop open when I needed to buy food or
medicine.
Encountering unavoidably difficult and painful experiences can make real change possible. When I was forced
to relinquish my beliefs about who I am and what I need,
I discovered that I can be both strong and fragile, connected and isolated, heroic and ridiculous, courageous
and desperately afraid—and often all of these at once.
How Do We Change?
When I walked the Camino, I had a fairly good idea
what I was going to encounter, and I prepared accordingly, but could have no idea how I would meet these
Volume 23 No. 4
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“Hope Resurrected” — Cynthia Reynolds

challenges. That was the whole point. I chose this journey because it presented exactly the kinds of difficulties I
go out of my way to avoid encountering in my daily life,
including extreme physical discomfort and lack of privacy, control, and basic amenities. Without a significant
undertaking like a pilgrimage, I would (naturally!) have
continued to avoid discomfort and deprivation, becoming increasingly stuck in the belief that my survival and
happiness depend upon keeping my life just as it is.
I have seen a lot of the suffering that happens when
people become incapable of deeper change. In spiritual
direction, hospice work, and pastoral care with elders, I
meet people who are encountering critical and acute transitions in their life circumstances, physical bodies, social
roles, and personal relationships. I have seen their efforts
to hold onto ways of being that worked in the past, and
I have seen these efforts become increasingly painful,
exhausting, and fruitless. When change is forced upon us,
it can make us more rigid, desperate, and unhappy.
But I have also seen how many people, after struggling for a while, begin to open up to the process. I have
witnessed some profound and beautiful transformations.
When the time is right, change can happen with miraculous ease—and a whole new potential for life becomes
available. My spiritual directees often intentionally place
themselves in situations that will take them out of their
comfort zones and then meet the challenges they fear
by redefining themselves. I walk with them, as I walked
along with thousands of other pilgrims on the Camino,
and as I walked with my mother when she was getting
ready to die. We are in this together. I am stunned by the
grace of this transformative process and the courage of
those who are willing to grow into the unknown.
Flexibility Is Essential
Is deep, authentic change really possible? Yes. But it
rarely happens as a result of self-improvement practices,
however helpful. Tidying up, journaling, repeating affirmations, making lists, exercising, practicing random acts
of kindness, visualizing positive outcomes, and attending
workshops can be valuable in themselves—they may even
make us better people—but they are unlikely to change
us at the core.
Real change has a different kind of value. We do not
need to change to make ourselves “better.” We do not

need to fix ourselves. But we need to have the fundamental capacity to change because life is all about change.
According to Buddhism, suffering happens when we
respond (as we all do) to life’s impermanence and unpredictability by trying to have our own way. If we get used
to any particular routine (even good habits), attached to
any particular idea (even if it is true), or dependent on
any particular comforts (even if they are healthy), then
we are certainly going to have a difficult time when those
patterns are disrupted, those ideas are contradicted, and
those comforts are withdrawn. Since change is inevitable—as aging, illness, loss, and death are part of life
itself—flexibility is essential.
Developing patterns and attachments may be perfectly
natural, yet our well-being depends on our ability to recognize when we are becoming habituated and hooked, to
notice when we are losing that essential flexibility. It is vital
that we open up to change at a deep level, so that we can
adapt to the changes that will invariably happen to us. And
so, in the midst of our lives, we must renew ourselves; we
must let go of our certainties and enter into the unknown.
Pilgrimage Practice
Pilgrimage is about transformation. The idea of making a pilgrimage is tremendously appealing to many,
many people (as the crowds on the Camino testify)
because deep change satisfies an essential longing. When
we change at a deep level, we transcend our small lives
and feel the embrace of Spirit—the vastness of the divine
intention that created us.
One day, toward the end of my Camino pilgrimage, I
reached the limits of my ability to cope with all that I was
encountering. I was just too fragile and frightened. The
morning began in darkness and pouring rain. I lost the
trail on the side of a mountain and wandered in circles.
When I finally found my way, the trail, and the rain,
went on and on—and I thought my body would give
out. My hip hurt. My heart labored. I could not stop
shivering. I knew I had pushed too hard, but there was
no place to stop. The albergue where I had planned to
stay was closed. The villages appeared to be abandoned.
It kept raining, and the trail seemed to run uphill all the
way. Other pilgrims were struggling, too, and we smiled
at each other, asked “You okay?”—but then we were on
our own again.
Volume 23 No. 4
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When I recited prayers to myself—the 23rd Psalm,
some Hindu songs of praise, and Buddhist gathas (walking prayers)—the tears just flowed. The ominous clouds,
the green valleys of patterned pastures, and the brave,
soggy pilgrims, were all, somehow, magnificent. Finally, I
realized that all I had to do in the world was take the next
step. I did not have to prove anything or be anything.
Finally, I opened my heart all the way to the beauty of
the natural world around me, to God, to my fellow pilgrims and the local people, and to every other being on
the earth who is in this with
me. I walked and walked and
walked.
We walk toward a sacred destination when we make a pilgrimage, but it is not Santiago,
or any other specific holy site.
It is the same sacred destination we are always approaching in our lives: the center of
ourselves, where Spirit meets the uniqueness of each
individual being. In spiritual direction, we make a small
(and sometimes very significant) pilgrimage. We seek
transformation, meaning, and authenticity.
Pilgrimage is intrinsically difficult, because it invites
us out of our familiar identities, and introduces us to the
unknown. And, on a pilgrimage, we are never alone. We
are with Spirit and also with others. We walk a path that
countless others have walked before us. We encounter
others on the way who have stepped out of their own
roles and habits to meet us. This is extraordinary, but it
is also as ordinary as my “pilgrimage” to the library this
afternoon, where I met God in the librarian, and in the
kid who opened a door for me, and in the guy who was
complaining about the traffic, and in the array of individuals who wrote all those books on the shelves around
me. If we see our lives as a pilgrimage, every encounter
can be meaningful, and we are changed at the core by
everyone we meet.

Many religious traditions value dreams as communications from Spirit, because dreams have the capacity to
guide us beyond where we would go on our own.
If I start thinking that I understand my life, or the
lives of my spiritual directees, my dreams may keep me
humble by offering me confusion and absurdity. If I feel
despair or frustration, my dreams may offer me openings
into a kind of beauty I could never have imagined. If I
take myself too seriously, dreams can make me laugh. If
I am tired, my dreams can give me peace, or encourage
me to rouse myself. And, more
often than not, my dreams
know what I need better than
I know myself. I might think
I need comfort—and I receive
a challenge to try harder. I
might think I deserve punishment—and I receive grace.
Dreams, like pilgrimages, have
the capacity to surprise me, so
when I listen to dreams I find the stiff clay of my personality being sculpted into truly remarkable new shapes.
In spiritual direction, there is always the potential for
real change. We listen to our dreams—the parts of us that
know more than our conscious minds. And we follow
our inner pilgrimage—the journey that takes us into the
unknown. And together, we feel the flexibility of Spirit,
and the possibilities that life offers us.

Dreams,
like pilgrimages,
have the capacity
to surprise me….

Dreaming a New Reality
In spiritual direction, and in my personal spiritual
practice, I work with dreams because they can be a guiding gift and a catalyst for real change. Dreams take us
deeper than we can go with our familiar conscious minds.
18
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Backward and Onward
For months after completing my pilgrimage, I dreamed
that I was still walking. The journey had changed me
deeply and authentically, but coming home to the comfort of my own bed and my own routines tempted me
to let those changes fade into memories. So my dreams
kept taking me back, making me walk again through
the wheat fields, old villages, olive orchards, dusty ruins,
mountain pastures, industrial wastelands, and eucalyptus
forests, in chilly rain and sweltering heat, on that endless,
muddy, steep, rocky, exhausting, miserable, lonely, lovely
road again—allowing me to reexperience all the struggles
and discoveries on the way.
One particular dream lasted a whole night and turned
me around completely:

CONTEXTS & CULTURES

Long Day on the Backward Camino: Suddenly, I have
the opportunity to walk the Camino again, and although I
am unprepared, I set out at dawn. Most shops are closed in
the tiny villages I pass through, so I cannot buy the supplies I
need. I will have to make do with what I have got. I am still
wearing the boots I wore for my first five-hundred-mile jour-

support poles are missing. I will have to learn to walk all
over again.
In waking life, my pilgrimage was entirely intentional—but my dream demonstrates how even when big
change is intentionally chosen, it takes us by surprise and
turns our expectations upside down (or backward).

ney, and I am afraid they will not last another five hundred.
I do not know when I will eat or where I will sleep tonight.
But it is good to be here, just walking on and on and on, too
tired to worry.... Eventually, it is getting dark, and I realize I
have not seen any of the yellow arrows that mark the way. Am
I lost? I leave my pack and trekking poles at a crossroads and
scout ahead, looking for arrows. Finally I find one—but it is
pointing in the direction I came from. Now I remember that
I am walking the Camino backward this time. Apparently,
I started at the end, in Santiago, which is why all the other
pilgrims I have met have been going the other way. Walking
the route backward will make the arrows more difficult to
find, since they are often painted on walls facing the opposite
direction. When I go to retrieve my stuff, the pack is there but
the poles are missing. It looks like I will have to walk without
them.

This ancient pilgrimage route called to me in the first
place with a challenge to change at the deepest level—
and my “backward Camino” dream illustrates what it can
mean to accept such a challenge. When I want to change
fundamental aspects of my life, I am going to encounter
inner resistance and outer obstacles.
As in the dream, I cannot really be prepared; I am on
my way before I know what I am doing. I have to trust
that the supplies I will need will be available when things
get desperate, but the shops (resources) are closed to me
for the time being. The familiar boots I have worn on
previous journeys (my habits and comforts) are all I have
got, and they are getting pretty worn out. Even basics like
food and sleep are uncertain. Eventually, when I come to
the crossroads (choices), I have to leave my baggage and
scout ahead, unburdened and unprotected, looking for
arrows (directions) that are clearly marked but difficult to
see. It turns out that I am following a route that is welltraveled (we are all on this journey of life together), but I
am proceeding backward (in my own unique way)—and
so I have to find guidance in unexpected places. When
I try to retrieve my stuff (the things I think I need), the

Meeting Change in One Another
I prepare for another spiritual direction session. As
I await for Aaron to arrive, I light a candle, place our
chairs to face each other, adjust the room’s temperature,
and make sure there are tissues at hand. I offer blessings,
and ask for support from Spirit, for both of us—silently
inviting myself to listen, inviting Aaron to feel welcome
and at home.
My final practice before a spiritual direction session
might seem a little unusual. I sit down and clear my
thoughts. I visualize Aaron facing me and gaze intently
at his image until I can see him as I think he really is.
And then, gently and respectfully, I dissolve this image.
“Aaron” turns transparent and melts away. Or perhaps
there is a soft pop and a burst of multicolored confetti
drifts to the ground where “Aaron” was. My idea of Aaron
is not Aaron himself—I let it go.
In a few minutes, Aaron himself will be sitting across
from me—but he may not be the person I imagined. He
will be whoever he is, whoever he has become since I
last saw him. If I have dropped my idea of him, there is
room for him not to conform to my expectations. He can
change, and I will not try to keep him as he was.
After I let go of my image of the spiritual directee I am
expecting, I need to let go of the spiritual director I expect
to be. I imagine myself sitting across from myself—in
whatever way I see myself today. Maybe I am sleepy, or
anxious, or distracted, or maybe I am feeling “wise,” or
maybe I imagine I am a “spiritual director.” I look carefully and nonjudgmentally at my image of myself, and
then I explode that image with a loud, refreshing bang.
When Aaron comes in and sits down across from me,
we are both new people. We are people who, in the presence of God, may walk together. ■
Note: Spiritual directees in this article are fictional, but
their circumstances are comparable to those of real people I
have met in spiritual direction.
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